
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 10, pp. 589 { 594 c 2012 May 25Non-adiabatic electron charge pumping in coupled semiconductorquantum dotsP. I. Arseyev�, N. S.Maslova+, V.N.Mantsevich+1)Lebedev Physical Institute of the RAS, 119991 Moscow, Russia+Department of Physics, Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119991 Moscow, RussiaSubmitted 21 April 2012The possibility of non-adiabatic electron pumping in the system of three coupled quantum dots (QDs)attached to the leads is discussed. We have found out that periodical changing of energy level position inthe middle QD results in non-zero mean tunneling current appeared due to non-adiabatic non-equilibriumprocesses. The same principle can be used for fabrication of a new class of semiconductor electronic devicesbased on non-stationary non-equilibrium currents. As an example we propose a nanometer quantum emitterwith non-stationary inverse level occupation achieved by electron pumping.1. Introduction. Electron pumping in nanoscalestructures attracts much attention nowadays [1{6]. Agreat deal of the previous research works have beendevoted to adiabatic electron pumping, the idea dis-cussed by Thouless [7] rather long time ago. The �rst(to our knowledge) experiment on electron pumping insingle electron device was described in [2]. Then ex-periments in this direction were continued in a three-junction geometry by Pothier et al. [8]. Two phaseshifted rf signals were used to realize a single electronpump: a device with current I = ef at zero bias voltage(f { frequency of the rf signal). Non-adiabatic chargepumping based on periodical variation of the potentialbarriers formed by the �nger gates was also recently in-vestigated in [1]. In these systems quantized current isconnected with periodic changing of the QD population.Proposed in a number of papers photo-assisted tun-neling through coupled QDs [9{12] is also an exampleof an electron pump. Pumping e�ect is achieved byapplying an oscillating signal to the gate electrode orby irradiating the structure by monochromatic [12] andpulsed [13] microwaves.It was understood that for practical realization ofquantized electron pump the phenomenon of Coulombblockade is very important [14]. General approach tothe pumping through the interacting QDs in this regimeis based on supposition that the charge relates to in-stantaneous chemical potential of a dot [15]. UsingCoulomb blockade ideas another class of non-adiabaticquantized pumping of electrons in hybrid normal metal-superconductor structures was proposed in [16, 17].These systems are more like a \turnstile" rather than a\pump" because quantized current directly proportional1)e-mail: vmantsev@spmlab.phys.msu.ru

to gate frequency appears at �nite (nonzero) value of ap-plied bias. But at low temperatures these systems arevery promising as current standards [18].Adiabatic charge pumping through three tunnel-coupled QDs attached to electron leads in the regime ofstrong Coulomb blockade was investigated in [19]. Slowvariations of coupling strength between the dots lead toadiabatic changes of energy levels in the system. Timedependent charge redistribution caused by energy lev-els changes results in non-stationary adiabatic tunnelingcurrent.In the present paper we suggest a new type of elec-tron pumping also in a system with three QDs, butbased on non-equilibrium non-stationary tunneling cur-rents. The proposed device requires only a single acgate signal. Mean current appears in our model due tonon-adiabatic changing of electron level in a single QD.2. Three dot model of electron pump. We in-vestigate non-stationary currents which ow in a threedot system shown in Fig. 1. The left and right dots have
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the three coupled QDs withenergy level position in the middle QD depending on thetimeenergy levels "2 and "3 constant in time. And the levelposition of the middle dot "1 is modulated by externalgate voltage.�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012 589



590 P. I. Arseyev, N. S.Maslova, V.N.ManstevichQDs with energy levels "2 and "3 are also coupledto continuous spectrum states { massive leads. Hamil-tonian of the system under investigation has the form:Ĥ = 3Xi=1 "ic+i ci +Xk "kc+k ck ++ T12(c+1 c2 + c+2 c1) + T13(c+1 c3 + c+3 c1) ++Xk Tk(c+k c2 + c+2 ck) +Xp Tp(c+p c3 + c+3 cp); (1)where T12, T13 are tunneling transfer amplitudes be-tween the QDs and amplitudes Tk and Tp correspond tothe tunneling processes between the QDs and continuousspectrum states, c+i =ci and c+k(p)=ck(p) { electrons cre-ation/annihilation operators in the QDs localized statesand in the continuous spectrum states correspondingly.Energy values satisfy the following ratios: "2 > "F and"3 < "F. Pumping e�ect appears if gate voltage switchesthe level "1 between energies "2 and "3.Though systems with varying parameters can be de-scribed by scattering matrix approach for non-stationaryquantum transport [20] we apply more straightforwardmethod based on Keldysh diagram technique. In orderto develop a theory for non-stationary current let us �rstdescribe in details charge relaxation processes in the sys-tem if we assume that at the initial moment all chargedensity in the system is localized in the �rst (middle)QD and has the value n1(0). At the �rst step we needto calculate exact retarded Green functions of the sys-tem. In the absence of tunneling between the three QDsGreen functions GR11(t� t0), GR22(t� t0), and GR33(t� t0)are equal to:GR11(t� t0) = �i�(t� t0)e�i"1(t�t0 );GR22(t� t0) = �i�(t� t0)e�i"2(t�t0 )�2(t�t0 );GR33(t� t0) = �i�(t� t0)e�i"3(t�t0 )�3(t�t0 ); (2)where 2 = ��0kT 2k and 3 = ��0pT 2p are tunneling relax-ation rates from leftmost and rightmost dots respectivelyto the leads. Exact retarded electron Green's functionGR11 in the �rst QD can be found from the integral equa-tion:GR11 = G0R11 +G0R11 T 212GR22GR11 +G0R11 T 213GR33GR11: (3)Acting in turn by inverse operatorsG0R�111 ; GR�122 ; GR�133 this integral equation can bealso presented in the equivalent di�erential form(except for the point t = t0):

��i @@t � "3 + i3��i @@t � "2 + i2����i @@t � "1�� T 212�i @@t � "3 + i3��� T 213�i @@t � "2 + i2��GR11(t; t0) = 0: (4)Consequently, retarded Green's function which de-termine spectrum re-normalization due to the tunnelingbetween the QDs can be written in the following form:GR11(t; t0) = i�(t� t0)[A1e�iE1(t�t0 ) +A2e�iE2(t�t0 ) ++ A3e�iE3(t�t0 )]: (5)Where eigenfrequencies E1;2;3 can be found fromequation (see (4)):(E � "1)(E � "2 + i2)(E � "3 + i3)�� T 212(E � "3 + i3)� T 213(E � "2 + i2) = 0: (6)And coe�cients Ai can be evaluated using integralequation for GR11:A1 = E1(E1 +E3 � e"2 � e"3)�E1E3 + e"2 e"3(E1 �E2)(E1 �E3) ;A2 = E2(E2 +E3 � e"2 � e"3)�E2E3 + e"2 e"3(E2 �E3)(E2 �E1) ;A3 = E3(E2 +E3 � e"2 � e"3)�E2E3 + e"2 e"3(E3 �E1)(E3 �E2) ; (7)where e"i = "i � ii.Further on we assume for simplicity that T12 == T13 = T . If "1 = "2 and "1� "3 � T;  coe�cients Aihas the form:A1 = A01 �1 + E3 � e"3E1 �E3� = A01 �1 + T 2("1 � "3)2 � ;A2 = A02 �1 + E3 � e"3E1 �E3� = A02 �1 + T 2("1 � "3)2 � ;A3 = � T 2("1 � "3)2 ; (8)where A01 = E1� e"2E1�E2 , A02 = � E2� e"2E1�E2 .If we disconnect the third QD then coe�cients A01and A02 give an exact solution for a system of two cou-pled QDs for all energy values "1 and "2.Time evolution of electron density in the middle dotis determined by the Keldysh Green function G< [21]:G<11(t; t0) = in1(t): (9)Equations for the Green functions G<ii has the form:�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



Non-adiabatic electron charge pumping in coupled semiconductor quantum dots 591(G0�111 � T 212GR22 � T 213GR33)G<11 == T 212G<22GA11 + T 213G<33GA11; G0�122 � T 212GR11 �Xk T 2kGRkk!G<22 == T 212G<11GA22 +Xk T 2kG<kkGA22; G0�133 � T 213GR11 �Xp T 2pGRpp!G<33 == T 213G<11GA33 +Xp T 2pG<ppGA33: (10)If G<22(0; 0) = inF ("2) ' 0, G<33(0; 0) = inF ("3) ' 1,and G<11(0; 0) = n1(0) then Green function G<11(t; t) isdetermined by the sum of homogeneous and inhomoge-neous solutions. Inhomogeneous solution of the equationcan be written in the following way:G<11(t; t0) = iT 213 Z t0 dt1 Z t00 dt2GR11(t� t1)�� nF ("3)e�i e"3(t1�t2)GA11(t2 � t0): (11)Homogeneous solution of the di�erential equation hasthe form: � iG<11(t; t0) = f1(t0)e�iE1t ++ f2(t0)e�iE2t + f3(t0)e�iE3t: (12)Function G<(t; t0) satis�es the symmetry relations:[G<11(t; t0)]� = �G<11(t0 ; t): (13)Then coe�cients fi(t0) can be written as:f1(t0) = AeiE�1 t0 +BeiE�2 t0 +XeiE�3 t0 ;f2(t0) = CeiE�2 t0 +B�eiE�1 t0 +DeiE�3 t0 ;f3(t0) = X�eiE�1 t0 +D�eiE�2 t0 + ZeiE�3 t0 : (14)Since the solution has to satisfy homogeneousintegro-di�erential equation, we are able to determineall coe�cients. After some calculations we obtain thatthe following proportionality takes place:f2(t0) = F21f1(t0);f3(t0) = F31f1(t0)with coe�cients F21; F31:

F21 = � �(E2 � e"2)(E2 � e"3)[(E1 � e"2)(E3 � e"2) ++ (E1 � e"3)( e"2 �E3)]	�� �(E1 � e"2)(E1 � e"3)[(E3 � e"3)(E2 � e"2) ++ ( e"2 �E3)(E2 � e"2)]	�1;F31 = (E3 � e"2)[E2 � e"2 + (E1 � e"2)F21](E2 � e"2)(E1 � e"2) : (15)Now we can �nd all coe�cients in (14):A = n1(0)1 + ��F21 + F31��2 + 2ReF21 + 2ReF31 ;B = F �21A; C = jF21j2A;D = F �31F21A; Z = jF31j2A; X = F �31A: (16)Finally, time dependence of the �lling number in themiddle QD n1(t) can be written as:n1(t) = n01[Ae�i(E1�E�1 )t + Ce�i(E2�E�2 )t ++ Ze�i(E3�E�3 )t] + 2Re[Be�i(E1�E�2 )t] ++ 2Re[Xe�i(E1�E�3 )t] + 2Re[De�i(E2�E�3 )t]: (17)We see that there are six typical time scales in theconsidered system, which are described by the expres-sion (17). Three of them we can identify as three re-laxation modes with rates 2ImE1, 2ImE2, and 2ImE3.Three other time scales are determined by the expres-sions Re(E1�E�2 ), Re(E1�E�3 ), and Re(E2�E�3). Thesetime scales are related with charge density oscillationsbetween quantum dots, if the following ratio between Tijand  takes place: Tij= > 1=p2.If we neglect for a moment the tunneling from themiddle dot to the right one, then for the system of twocoupled QDs (T13 = 0) only three time scales appear andthe equations (15){(17) are transformed in the followingway: f1(t0)f2(t0) = �"2 �E1 � i"2 �E2 � i : (18)Time dependence of the �lling numbers in the �rstQD n1(t) can be written as:n1(t) = n01 �Ae�i(E1�E�1 )t + 2Re[Be�i(E1�E�2 )t] ++ Ce�i(E2�E�2 )t	 ; (19)where coe�cients A, B, and C are determined as:A = jE2 � "1j2jE2 �E1j2 ;C = jE1 � "1j2jE2 �E1j2 ;B = � (E2 � "1)(E�1 � "1)jE2 �E1j2 ; (20)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



592 P. I. Arseyev, N. S.Maslova, V.N.Manstevichand coe�cients X , Z, and D are equal to zero.In this situation we can distinguish two relaxationrates res and nonres which characterises charge relax-ation through an intermediate QD in resonant and non-resonant cases:res = 2T 2= nonres = res2=("1 � "2)2: (21)As we consider "1 � "3 � T;  then res � nonresand small parameter nonres=res exists in the theory.This allows us to write the following approximate rela-tions for the system of three coupled QDs in the case"1 ' "2 valid in the �rst order of the small parameter2=("1 � "3)2E1 �E�1 = �ires �1 + 2("1 � "3)2 � ;E2 �E�2 = �2i �1� T 22 + T 22 T 2("1 � "3)2 � ;E3 �E�3 = 2i �1� T 2("1 � "3)2 � ; (22)E2 �E�3 = "1 � "3 � 2i �1 + T 222 � T 22("1 � "3)2 � ;E1 �E�3 = "1 � "3 � ires 2("1 � "3)2 �� i �1� T 2("1 � "3)2 � ;E1 �E�2 = i + 2T 2"1 � "3 �� iT 2 � 2("1 � "3)2 � T 2("1 � "3)2 � :When "1 = "2 and "1�"3 � T;  the exact equations(15) can be transformed in the following wayF21 ' �T 22 �1 + "1 � "3 + T 22 � T 2("1 � "3)� ;F31 ' T 22 � T 2("1 � "3)2 + i T 2("1 � "3)2 � : (23)So, coe�cients D, Z and X which are resposible forthe \reverse" current to the right lead are much smallerthan A, B, and C, which correspond to \direct" cur-rent to the left, due to the appearance of the parameterT 2("1�"3)2 . For simplicity we omit the terms with coe�-cients D, Z, and X in equation (17) which determinetime evolution of localized charge in the middle QD. Forany concrete system the accuracy of this approximationcan be easily estimated from the exact equations.Pumping of electrons takes place if energy level "1(t)is a function of time and changes periodically (Fig. 1).We shall describe the most favorable case with T � .

For current calculation we consider the situation of pe-riodically switching the position of level "1 by externalgate:"1(t) = "3 in the interval 0 < t < t0 it means reso-nant tunneling between energy levels "1 and "3,"1(t) = "2 in the interval t0 < t < 2t0 { resonancebetween energy levels "1 and "2.Time evolution of local electron density n1(t) inthe central QD can be determined from equation (17)(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Time evolution of local electron density n1(t) in thecentral QD in the system of three coupled QDs if energylevel position in the middle QD depends on time. Blackline corresponds to the case when frequency of energy level"1(t) switching is lower than tunneling rates and grey linecorresponds to the case when frequency is higher than tun-neling ratesWhen 0 < t < t0n1(t) = n01 ��1 + res � e�rest � res e�t� (24)and when t0 < t < 2t0n1(t) = n01h�1 + res �e�res(t� t0) �� res (e�(t� t0)i++ h1� �1 + res �e�res(t� t0) ++ res e�(t� t0)i: (25)During �rst half period (0 < t < t0) localized stateis emptying due to the tunneling to the left lead and forthe second half period (t0 < t < 2t0) it becomes occu-pied due to the tunneling from the right lead. Takinginto account periodicity condition n1(2t0) = n01, one can�nd n01: �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



Non-adiabatic electron charge pumping in coupled semiconductor quantum dots 593n01 = 11 +�1 + res � e�rest0 � res e�t0 : (26)Results for n1(t) are shown in Fig. 2. Situation whenfrequency 
 � 1=2t0 of the level "1(t) switching is higherthan tunneling rates res;  is depicted by grey line.Black line corresponds to the case when frequency 
is lower than res; . It is clear that with the increas-ing of frequency the value of n1(t) always tends to thevalue 1=2 and is almost independent on time at high gatefrequencies.For low frequencies if rest0 � 1 the value n01 is al-most equal to 1. The energy level "1 is �lled up almostcompletely during the pumping cycle (for considered sit-uation when energy level "2 is well above and energylevel "3 is well below the Fermi energy). Non-stationarytunneling current through the system appears for zeroapplied bias. It can be calculated for any half of theperiod using the equation:e @@t n1(t) = I(t): (27)One can �nd for 0 < t < t0I(t) = en01res ��1 + res � e�rest � e�t� : (28)Mean tunneling current value can be found as:hIi = e 12t0 t0Z0 I(t)dt = e 12t0n01 �� �1��1 + res � e�rest0 + res e�t0� : (29)If 
 � 1=2t0 � res tunneling current mean valuecan be written as hIi = e
 since n01 = 1 for such fre-quencies. This is the regime, when the device operateslike a current standart: the current is directly propor-tional to the gate frequency. This regime has exponen-tial accuracy which is governed by the second and thirdterms in the square brackets in expression (29). Note,that even for very unsuitable case if j"2�"3j '  ' T thepumping e�ect still remains, and the current is propor-tional to the frequency, though it's value is suppressedcompared to the ideal relation hIi = e
.For high frequencies of the gate voltage in the region � 
 � 1=2t0 � res tunneling current average valueis almost independent on the frequency and equal to:hIi = eres=4 (res = 2T 2=). With further frequencyincrease (
 �  � res) mean current value decreasesto hIi = e2res=4.

Fig. 3. Frequency dependence of the mean tunneling cur-rent for the system of three coupled QDs (gate frequency
 = 1=2t0). Di�erent frequency scales are presentedThe non-stationary mean tunneling current value hasnon-monotonic dependence on the gate frequency withmaximum at 
 ' res (Fig. 3). This e�ect can be usedfor frequency stabilization in nanoelectronics.The parameters of devices based on QDs depend onthe size of quantum dots, tunneling transfer rates, en-ergy levels positions and distances between them. Es-timation of tunneling parameters for achievable setupgives us characteristic frequencies and currents for suchdevices: T ' 1meV;  ' (1�10)meV)) res = 2T 2= ' (0:1�1)meV ' (1010�1011) 1=s;where parameters T and  are determined by the widthsand heights of the barriers. For such values of the tun-neling rates we need to have QDs of tens of nanometerssize, for which quantum size quantization energies arenot less than the tunneling width of levels. Such devicescould operate at gigahertz and subgigahertz frequenciesat nano and subnanoampere currents (1 nA' 6 �109 e=s).The di�erence between tunneling rates in resonantand non resonant cases can be used also for creation7 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



594 P. I. Arseyev, N. S.Maslova, V.N.Manstevichof inverse occupation in quantum emitter based on thesystem of coupled QDs. An example of such device isshown in Fig. 4. In the system of two coupled QDs we
Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of two coupled QDs which oper-ate as an emitter due to nonstationary inverse occupationof levelsswitch the level " by applying gate voltage to the secondQD between two levels of the �rst QD directly coupledto the lead. If the third non-resonant level exists in thesame QD between the lowest and the highest levels, thencharge pumping from the initially �lled state "3 to thehighest level "1 creates inverse occupation of the states"2 and "1. So some nanometer quantum generators canbe fabricated on this principle.3. Conclusion. We investigated electron pumpingability of a system of three tunnel coupled QDs attachedto the leads. Periodical changing of energy level posi-tion in the middle QD by gate voltage leads to nonzerotunneling current even if applied to the structure biasis equal to zero. Physical mechanism for the pumpingis the strong di�erence of tunneling rates through inter-mediate QDs in resonant and non-resonant cases. Thisleads to periodical switching of the middle QD by fastresonant tunneling to the left and to the right leads inturn.Our calculations of the mean current are based onaccurate analysis of relaxation processes in QDs in non-adiabatic regime. Exact equations allows to investigatevarious regimes of the device and estimate the meancurrent value and accuracy of it's operation as a cur-rent standard. For very small dots with pronouncedsize e�ect a possibility of room temperature electronpumping is opened. We should like to stress that theideas discussed in the paper can be used for fabrica-tion of a new type of electronic devices based on non-
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